**Objective:**

**Target student audience:** YR.1, 2

   GENERAL, COLLEGE-PREP, HONORS, AP
   CONCEPTUAL, TECH-PREP

**ChemSense User Level:** BEGINNING / INTERMEDIATE / EXPERIENCED

**ChemSense Tools used:** DRAWING, ANIMATION, MODELLING

   TEXT NOTES – SUMMARIZE / PREDICT / EXPLAIN
   FEEDBACK – TEACHER / PEER

**Specialized Tools needed:**

**Classroom Implementation**

   Time:
   Student Grouping:
   Activity type:

**Chemistry Concepts in Activity** (linked to CA stds & ChemSense 5 themes):

**Pre-requisite Chemistry Concepts:**

**Inquiry Skills (linked to NSES):**

**ACTIVITY Summary:**

**Sources:**

**Application:** How could this activity could be used in Earth Science, Physical Science, Biology/Life Science, Physics?

**ACTIVITY (several pages):**

Rubric/s for scoring: